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 On Kaggle, you can upload data, code, or a notebook to share with others. Kaggle Notebooks enable you to experiment with
Kaggle data and run code from notebooks without uploading your data and code to a Kaggle notebook. Data Cleaning With

Kaggle Data Tools, you can quickly and easily clean and prepare data for analysis. In the last years, the number of data analysts
that are dealing with dirty data has drastically increased. Cleaning data can be a time consuming and error-prone task. Cleaning
data often means conducting some manual data exploration or adjusting statistical models, which is a mistake when you need to
analyze data as fast as possible. Data Exploration With Kaggle Data Exploration, you can quickly and easily explore your data.

Using the set of data tools available on Kaggle, you can explore data interactively in a variety of ways. Explore the data visually,
dive into detailed data tables, build complex data visualizations, and get insight into trends or outliers using dozens of

visualizations. Summary Statistics Summary statistics use a single number to describe a group of values, for example, the mean
or standard deviation. To quickly and easily compute summary statistics, use Kaggle Data Tools. Summary Table The Summary
Table can be used to summarize the values of one or more variables. The table can display the minimum, maximum, and median

of each group. Use summary table to summarize the values of each group in your data set. Hypothesis Testing To perform a
hypothesis test, use t-tests, regression, or various classification methods. Prediction To make predictions using a model, use a
cross-validation or holdout data set. Outliers Using the Outlier Detective, identify and correct extreme values in your data set.

Analysis and Transformations Using the Outlier Detective, identify and correct extreme values in your data set. Anomaly
Detection Using the Outlier Detective, identify and correct extreme values in your data set. Missing Data Kaggle Data Tools can

be used to explore and clean your data. Missing data is often an issue in the data set, which can lead to errors in the analysis.
Relational Data You can use Kaggle Data Tools to create relational data sets. Kaggle Data Pipeline To clean, explore, visualize,
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